
What you should know:
Single-focal-length 200mm
lenses are not all that popular
these days, given the domi-
nance of telezooms covering
this range, but telezooms sel-
dom get down to 1:1 (lifesize)
magnification, offer apertures
as wide as f/4, or perform as
well as the 200mm f/4 Pentax-
FA Macro, especially at close-
focusing distances.
Hands on: Physically long
and somewhat heavy for a lens
of this speed and focal length, it
balances reasonably well on
larger Pentax SLRs, such as the
PZ-1P. Beautifully finished in satin
silver, with black front ring and
rear-mounted aperture ring, it
has an extremely wide, ribbed,
rubberized manual-focus collar
that turns very smoothly, but with
underdamped action. Set the
lens’ AF mode by pushing the 
focusing ring forward, which un-
covers the words “Auto Focus”
atop the barrel.

Black-on-silver magnification
and metric distance scales, and
blue-on-silver footage scale are
housed under a protective win-
dow and quite legible; the
white-on-black aperture scale is
even more so. The lens is des-
ignated IF (internal focusing)
and ED (extralow-dispersion

glass) on a plate on the right
side of the lens barrel, which
also shows a diagram of the
lens element—a nice touch.
Near the rear of the barrel is an
integral, nonremovable tripod-
platform collar that has a large,
knurled, locking knob and is
clickstopped at 90-degree in-
tervals for convenient vertical
and horizontal orientation.
There’s a  focusing-limiter switch
on the left side of the barrel that
limits the minimum focusing dis-
tance to about 2 feet, 8 inches
when set to “Limit.” This mini-
mizes AF “hunting” when shoot-
ing at normal distances (that is,
magnifications less than 1:2
lifesize). The full focusing
range, down to about 20
inches, is available when you
set the limiter to “Full.”
In the lab: SQF data indicate
excellent image quality at all
apertures. There was minimal
pincushion distortion (0.46 per-
cent). Exposure at the film plane
was accurate with 1⁄3-stop un-
derexposure at maximum aper-
ture due to light falloff, and
about 1 ⁄4-stop overexposure
from f/5.6 to f/32. At the clos-
est focusing distance of 20
inches (1:1) center sharpness
was very good from f/4 to
f/5.6, excellent at f/8, good

at f/11, acceptable at f/16,
and poor from f/22 to f/32.
Corner sharpness was good
from f/4 to f/8, acceptable
from f/11 to f/16, and poor
from f/22 to f/32. Optimum
performance was at f/8. These
are exceptionally good macro
results for a 200mm lens, and
the loss of performance at the
smallest apertures is attributable
to unavoidable diffraction.
In the field: Test slides were
sharp and contrasty from center
to corners at all apertures. Light
falloff was gone by f/5.6.
Flare was very well controlled
throughout. AF timing was fast
and autofocusing judged mod-
erately quiet.

Conclusion: An outstanding
200mm f/4 macro, offering un-
surpassed performance and re-
markable close-focusing capa-
bility. But this one is not for the
faint of wallet. p
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A high-performance tele macro 
for Pentax SLRs

SPECIFICATIONS

200mm (198.31mm tested), f/4 (f/4.03 tested), 12 elements in 9 groups.
Focusing turns 300 degrees clockwise. Diagonal View Angle: 13 degrees.
Weight: 2 lbs 67⁄8 oz. Filter size: 67mm. Mount: Pentax AF. Included: lens-
hood. List price: $2,132. Street price: Approx. $1,370.
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Pentax 200mm f/4 
ED (IF) Macro AF

215⁄16 in

poor from f/2.8 to f/5.6, ac-
ceptable from f/8 to f/22. Op-
timum performance was at f/8. 
In the field: Test slides were
very sharp and contrasty from
center to corners at all aper-
tures and focal lengths. Light
falloff was gone by f/4 at all
focal lengths. Flare was very
well controlled throughout.

Conclusion: While its high dis-
tortion levels at 24- and 70mm
may compromise its usefulness
for architectural photography,
this lens provides extremely
high image quality for general
shooting. Extending its wide
end to 24mm will undoubtedly
broaden its appeal, especially
among digital SLR shooters.

@200mm
MAG 5 6 8 12 17 22
Size 4x6 5x7 8x10 11x14 16x20 20x24
4.0 96.3 95.8 93.7 87.8 77.7 68.8
5.6 97.0 96.6 95.0 90.6 83.1 76.1
8.0 97.2 96.8 95.3 91.3 84.6 78.3
11.0 97.6 97.3 96.2 93.1 88.2 83.6
16.0 97.8 97.5 96.4 93.6 89.1 84.9
22.0 97.7 97.4 96.3 93.5 88.8 84.5
32.0 97.6 97.2 96.0 92.8 87.6 82.8

What you should know:
The 24–70mm f/2.8L USM AF
Canon is clearly aimed at pros
who need a fast, constant aper-
ture “normal zoom” that gets
down to the truly wide 24mm
focal length—especially impor-
tant with digital SLRs that have
smal le r - t han -35mm- fo rmat  
image sensors. They’re very
popular as standard lenses
among news photographers.
The considerably wider 24mm
angle and the extraordinary
performance of Canon’s latest
(which comes at no increase in
price over the previous 28–
70mm f/2.8L Canon) may
tempt more pros and intrepid seri-
ous amateurs to add it to their
optical arsenals.
Hands on: Massive and quite
heavy for its focal-length range,
due to its f/2.8 constant aper-
ture, the lens is superbly finished
in semigloss- and crinkle black.
The focal-length and metric-dis-
tance scales are very legible in
white on black, but the green
footage numerals are too small
and hard to see—they should
be in yellow and placed a bit
lower under the protective Plexi-
glas window. An uncalibrated
macro range below the 2.5-
foot mark lets you focus continu-
ously down to about 15 inches
at all focal lengths. Both the
zoom and manual-focus rings
are wide, grippably textured in
a rubberlike material, and turn
very smoothly with a well-
damped action. The sliding
AF/MF (auto and manual fo-
cus) switch is conveniently situ-
ated to the left of the focusing
scale, and the latter has infrared
focusing indices for 24-, 28-,
35-, 50-, and 70mm.

Autofocusing action on our
test Canon EOS-1N was swift
and virtually silent, due, primarily,
to the built-in ultrasonic focusing
motor (USM).
In the lab: SQF data indicate
excellent performance at all fo-
cal lengths. However, there was
noticeable barrel distortion at
24mm, and noticeable pincush-
ion distortion (1.7 percent) at
70mm. At 50mm, pincushion-
ing was minimal (0.4 percent). 

Exposure at the film plane at
24mm was accurate, with 2⁄5-
stop underexposure at maximum
aperture due to light falloff, 1⁄3-
stop under from f/4 to f/16,
and 1⁄2-stop under at f/22. At
70mm, exposure accuracy was
average, with 3⁄5-stop underex-
posure at maximum aperture due
to light falloff, 1⁄2-stop under from
f/4 to f/16, and 3⁄5-stop under-
exposure at f/22.

At the closest focusing dis-
tance of 15 inches (1:8.8) at
24mm, center sharpness was
excellent at all apertures. Corner
sharpness was poor from f/2.8
to f/4, good at f/5.6, excellent
from f/8 to f/16, and good at
f/22. Optimum performance
was delivered at f/8.

At minimum distance of 143⁄4
inches (1:4.6) at 50mm, center
sharpness was excellent from
f/2.8 to f/16, and very good
at f/22. Corner sharpness was
poor from f/2.8 to f/4, ac-
ceptable at f/5.6, good from
f/8 to f/16, and acceptable at
f/22. Optimum performance
was at f/8.

At minimum distance of 143⁄4
inches (1:3.5) at 70mm, center
sharpness was excellent from
f/2.8 to f/16, and very good
at f/22. Corner sharpness was
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SPECIFICATIONS

24–70mm (24.95–68.40mm tested), f/2.8 (f/2.85–2.94 tested), 16 elements
in 13 groups. Focusing turns 130 degrees counterclockwise. Zoom ring
turns 60 degrees counterclockwise to 24mm. Focal lengths marked at 24-,
28-, 35-, 50-, and 70mm. Diagonal View Angle: 74–29 degrees. Weight:
2 lbs 3⁄8 oz. Filter size: 77mm. Mount: Canon AF. Included: lenshood and lens
pouch. List price: $2,100. Street price: Approx. $1,350.

Canon’s wider midrange zoom: 
fast, luxury priced, and optically 
outstanding to boot!
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SUBJECTIVE QUALITY FACTOR

@24mm
MAG 5 6 8 12 17 22
Size 4x6 5x7 8x10 11x14 16x20 20x24
2.8 96.4 96.1 94.9 92.0 86.0 78.7
4.0 96.7 96.3 95.2 92.6 87.2 80.7
5.6 96.9 96.6 95.5 93.1 88.3 82.5
8.0 97.0 96.7 95.6 93.2 88.5 82.9
11.0 96.9 96.5 95.5 92.9 88.1 82.1
16.0 96.5 96.2 95.0 92.2 86.7 79.9
22.0 95.7 95.3 93.9 90.4 83.4 74.6

@50mm
MAG 5 6 8 12 17 22
Size 4x6 5x7 8x10 11x14 16x20 20x24
2.8 97.4 97.2 96.3 94.2 90.2 85.2
4.0 97.7 97.5 96.7 94.8 91.4 87.3
5.6 97.9 97.7 97.0 95.3 92.4 88.9
8.0 97.9 97.7 97.0 95.3 92.4 88.9
11.0 97.8 97.6 96.8 95.0 91.8 88.0
16.0 97.5 97.2 96.4 94.4 90.6 86.0
22.0 96.5 96.1 95.0 92.1 86.3 78.9

@70mm
MAG 5 6 8 12 17 22
Size 4x6 5x7 8x10 11x14 16x20 20x24
2.8 97.8 97.6 96.9 95.1 91.2 86.1
4.0 98.0 97.8 97.2 95.5 92.1 87.6
5.6 98.4 98.2 97.7 96.4 93.7 90.5
8.0 98.4 98.2 97.7 96.4 93.9 90.7
11.0 98.3 98.1 97.5 96.1 93.3 89.8
16.0 97.8 97.6 96.9 95.1 91.5 86.9
22.0 97.0 96.7 95.7 93.2 87.7 80.4
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What you should know:
Single-focal-length 200mm
lenses are not all that popular
these days, given the domi-
nance of telezooms covering
this range, but telezooms sel-
dom get down to 1:1 (lifesize)
magnification, offer apertures
as wide as f/4, or perform as
well as the 200mm f/4 Pentax-
FA Macro, especially at close-
focusing distances.
Hands on: Physically long
and somewhat heavy for a lens
of this speed and focal length, it
balances reasonably well on
larger Pentax SLRs, such as the
PZ-1P. Beautifully finished in satin
silver, with black front ring and
rear-mounted aperture ring, it
has an extremely wide, ribbed,
rubberized manual-focus collar
that turns very smoothly, but with
underdamped action. Set the
lens’ AF mode by pushing the 
focusing ring forward, which un-
covers the words “Auto Focus”
atop the barrel.

Black-on-silver magnification
and metric distance scales, and
blue-on-silver footage scale are
housed under a protective win-
dow and quite legible; the
white-on-black aperture scale is
even more so. The lens is des-
ignated IF (internal focusing)
and ED (extralow-dispersion

glass) on a plate on the right
side of the lens barrel, which
also shows a diagram of the
lens element—a nice touch.
Near the rear of the barrel is an
integral, nonremovable tripod-
platform collar that has a large,
knurled, locking knob and is
clickstopped at 90-degree in-
tervals for convenient vertical
and horizontal orientation.
There’s a  focusing-limiter switch
on the left side of the barrel that
limits the minimum focusing dis-
tance to about 2 feet, 8 inches
when set to “Limit.” This mini-
mizes AF “hunting” when shoot-
ing at normal distances (that is,
magnifications less than 1:2
lifesize). The full focusing
range, down to about 20
inches, is available when you
set the limiter to “Full.”
In the lab: SQF data indicate
excellent image quality at all
apertures. There was minimal
pincushion distortion (0.46 per-
cent). Exposure at the film plane
was accurate with 1⁄3-stop un-
derexposure at maximum aper-
ture due to light falloff, and
about 1 ⁄4-stop overexposure
from f/5.6 to f/32. At the clos-
est focusing distance of 20
inches (1:1) center sharpness
was very good from f/4 to
f/5.6, excellent at f/8, good

at f/11, acceptable at f/16,
and poor from f/22 to f/32.
Corner sharpness was good
from f/4 to f/8, acceptable
from f/11 to f/16, and poor
from f/22 to f/32. Optimum
performance was at f/8. These
are exceptionally good macro
results for a 200mm lens, and
the loss of performance at the
smallest apertures is attributable
to unavoidable diffraction.
In the field: Test slides were
sharp and contrasty from center
to corners at all apertures. Light
falloff was gone by f/5.6.
Flare was very well controlled
throughout. AF timing was fast
and autofocusing judged mod-
erately quiet.

Conclusion: An outstanding
200mm f/4 macro, offering un-
surpassed performance and re-
markable close-focusing capa-
bility. But this one is not for the
faint of wallet. p
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200mm (198.31mm tested), f/4 (f/4.03 tested), 12 elements in 9 groups.
Focusing turns 300 degrees clockwise. Diagonal View Angle: 13 degrees.
Weight: 2 lbs 67⁄8 oz. Filter size: 67mm. Mount: Pentax AF. Included: lens-
hood. List price: $2,132. Street price: Approx. $1,370.
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SUBJECTIVE QUALITY FACTOR
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poor from f/2.8 to f/5.6, ac-
ceptable from f/8 to f/22. Op-
timum performance was at f/8. 
In the field: Test slides were
very sharp and contrasty from
center to corners at all aper-
tures and focal lengths. Light
falloff was gone by f/4 at all
focal lengths. Flare was very
well controlled throughout.

Conclusion: While its high dis-
tortion levels at 24- and 70mm
may compromise its usefulness
for architectural photography,
this lens provides extremely
high image quality for general
shooting. Extending its wide
end to 24mm will undoubtedly
broaden its appeal, especially
among digital SLR shooters.

@200mm
MAG 5 6 8 12 17 22
Size 4x6 5x7 8x10 11x14 16x20 20x24
4.0 96.3 95.8 93.7 87.8 77.7 68.8
5.6 97.0 96.6 95.0 90.6 83.1 76.1
8.0 97.2 96.8 95.3 91.3 84.6 78.3
11.0 97.6 97.3 96.2 93.1 88.2 83.6
16.0 97.8 97.5 96.4 93.6 89.1 84.9
22.0 97.7 97.4 96.3 93.5 88.8 84.5
32.0 97.6 97.2 96.0 92.8 87.6 82.8

How to order lens and
camera tests: Send a self-
addressed, stamped enve-
lope and check or money or-
der for $2 per lens or $5 per
camera test to: Test Reprints,
POPULAR PHOTOGRAPHY &
IMAGING, 1633 Broadway,
New York, NY 10019. Send
a SASE for a list of previously
tested equipment, or visit
www.POPPHOTO.com.
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What you should know:
The 24–70mm f/2.8L USM AF
Canon is clearly aimed at pros
who need a fast, constant aper-
ture “normal zoom” that gets
down to the truly wide 24mm
focal length—especially impor-
tant with digital SLRs that have
smal le r - t han -35mm- fo rmat  
image sensors. They’re very
popular as standard lenses
among news photographers.
The considerably wider 24mm
angle and the extraordinary
performance of Canon’s latest
(which comes at no increase in
price over the previous 28–
70mm f/2.8L Canon) may
tempt more pros and intrepid seri-
ous amateurs to add it to their
optical arsenals.
Hands on: Massive and quite
heavy for its focal-length range,
due to its f/2.8 constant aper-
ture, the lens is superbly finished
in semigloss- and crinkle black.
The focal-length and metric-dis-
tance scales are very legible in
white on black, but the green
footage numerals are too small
and hard to see—they should
be in yellow and placed a bit
lower under the protective Plexi-
glas window. An uncalibrated
macro range below the 2.5-
foot mark lets you focus continu-
ously down to about 15 inches
at all focal lengths. Both the
zoom and manual-focus rings
are wide, grippably textured in
a rubberlike material, and turn
very smoothly with a well-
damped action. The sliding
AF/MF (auto and manual fo-
cus) switch is conveniently situ-
ated to the left of the focusing
scale, and the latter has infrared
focusing indices for 24-, 28-,
35-, 50-, and 70mm.

Autofocusing action on our
test Canon EOS-1N was swift
and virtually silent, due, primarily,
to the built-in ultrasonic focusing
motor (USM).
In the lab: SQF data indicate
excellent performance at all fo-
cal lengths. However, there was
noticeable barrel distortion at
24mm, and noticeable pincush-
ion distortion (1.7 percent) at
70mm. At 50mm, pincushion-
ing was minimal (0.4 percent). 

Exposure at the film plane at
24mm was accurate, with 2⁄5-
stop underexposure at maximum
aperture due to light falloff, 1⁄3-
stop under from f/4 to f/16,
and 1⁄2-stop under at f/22. At
70mm, exposure accuracy was
average, with 3⁄5-stop underex-
posure at maximum aperture due
to light falloff, 1⁄2-stop under from
f/4 to f/16, and 3⁄5-stop under-
exposure at f/22.

At the closest focusing dis-
tance of 15 inches (1:8.8) at
24mm, center sharpness was
excellent at all apertures. Corner
sharpness was poor from f/2.8
to f/4, good at f/5.6, excellent
from f/8 to f/16, and good at
f/22. Optimum performance
was delivered at f/8.

At minimum distance of 143⁄4
inches (1:4.6) at 50mm, center
sharpness was excellent from
f/2.8 to f/16, and very good
at f/22. Corner sharpness was
poor from f/2.8 to f/4, ac-
ceptable at f/5.6, good from
f/8 to f/16, and acceptable at
f/22. Optimum performance
was at f/8.

At minimum distance of 143⁄4
inches (1:3.5) at 70mm, center
sharpness was excellent from
f/2.8 to f/16, and very good
at f/22. Corner sharpness was
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Canon 24–70mm f/2.8L
USM  AF
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SPECIFICATIONS

24–70mm (24.95–68.40mm tested), f/2.8 (f/2.85–2.94 tested), 16 elements
in 13 groups. Focusing turns 130 degrees counterclockwise. Zoom ring
turns 60 degrees counterclockwise to 24mm. Focal lengths marked at 24-,
28-, 35-, 50-, and 70mm. Diagonal View Angle: 74–29 degrees. Weight:
2 lbs 3⁄8 oz. Filter size: 77mm. Mount: Canon AF. Included: lenshood and lens
pouch. List price: $2,100. Street price: Approx. $1,350.

Canon’s wider midrange zoom: 
fast, luxury priced, and optically 
outstanding to boot!
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@24mm
MAG 5 6 8 12 17 22
Size 4x6 5x7 8x10 11x14 16x20 20x24
2.8 96.4 96.1 94.9 92.0 86.0 78.7
4.0 96.7 96.3 95.2 92.6 87.2 80.7
5.6 96.9 96.6 95.5 93.1 88.3 82.5
8.0 97.0 96.7 95.6 93.2 88.5 82.9
11.0 96.9 96.5 95.5 92.9 88.1 82.1
16.0 96.5 96.2 95.0 92.2 86.7 79.9
22.0 95.7 95.3 93.9 90.4 83.4 74.6

@50mm
MAG 5 6 8 12 17 22
Size 4x6 5x7 8x10 11x14 16x20 20x24
2.8 97.4 97.2 96.3 94.2 90.2 85.2
4.0 97.7 97.5 96.7 94.8 91.4 87.3
5.6 97.9 97.7 97.0 95.3 92.4 88.9
8.0 97.9 97.7 97.0 95.3 92.4 88.9
11.0 97.8 97.6 96.8 95.0 91.8 88.0
16.0 97.5 97.2 96.4 94.4 90.6 86.0
22.0 96.5 96.1 95.0 92.1 86.3 78.9

@70mm
MAG 5 6 8 12 17 22
Size 4x6 5x7 8x10 11x14 16x20 20x24
2.8 97.8 97.6 96.9 95.1 91.2 86.1
4.0 98.0 97.8 97.2 95.5 92.1 87.6
5.6 98.4 98.2 97.7 96.4 93.7 90.5
8.0 98.4 98.2 97.7 96.4 93.9 90.7
11.0 98.3 98.1 97.5 96.1 93.3 89.8
16.0 97.8 97.6 96.9 95.1 91.5 86.9
22.0 97.0 96.7 95.7 93.2 87.7 80.4
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